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臺 中 市 立 臺 中 第 二 高 級 中 等 學 校 

  108   學年度 第  一  學期   一   年級   全    類組       英文     科期末考試題 

本科電腦代碼：      10                     年      班   姓名              座號       號 

注意：答案卷與答案卡未寫或未劃記正確或未在規定位置填寫班級、姓名、座號者，該科成績扣五分登記。 

     本試卷計   2   張共   4    面  
                                                                                                            

第一部分：選擇題，共 82 分 

I. Listening Comprehension: 13%  

Part 1: Picture Questions (3%)  

Look at each picture and answer the question. 

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

Part 2: Best Response Questions (4%) 

Listen to the question or statement and choose the best response. 

4. (A) Oh no! What did he do wrong?                (B) Yes, because they aren’t very close.     

(C) That’s terrible. I feel so bad for him.            (D) I know. They’ve always helped him. 

5. (A) I know. She has one every week.               (B) Right. They rarely ever happen. 

 (C) True. She’s too busy to plan them.              (D) Because she thinks they are a waste of time. 

6. (A) Oh no! Did she remember where she lost it?      (B) I know, and she regrets taking the money. 

 (C) She is so lucky! How much did she win?         (D) Of course! She’s such an honest girl. 

7. (A) Right. They helped the trees spread their seeds.   (B) Yes. The fire was hard to control once it started. 

 (C) That’s true. The disease made many trees sick.   (D) Yeah. It almost looked like the animals could fly. 

Part 3: Conversation Questions (3%) 

Listen to each conversation and answer the question. 

8.  (A)  It was just born recently.                          (B) It had a very nice owner. 

(C)  It used to live in a bad situation.                    (D) It needs to find a new home soon. 

9. (A) They are not suitable for what she is going to do.        

 (B) He tells her that she looks very nice in that outfit. 

 (C) She might feel too cold if she wears what she has on. 

 (D) The people she will talk to won’t notice her clothes. 

10.  (A)  It is too far for her to go to.                         (B) It is right down the street. 

(C)  It sells foods from different countries.                 (D) It is always packed with people. 

 

Part 4: Short Talk Questions (3%) 

Listen to the following paragraph and answer the questions. 

11. (A) Healthy foods for our brain.               (B) The way our brain works. 

 (C) Good habits for a healthy mind.            (D) The ways to keep an open mind. 

12. (A) By listening to relaxing music.             (B) By taking a cold shower. 

 (C) By spending more time alone.              (D) By learning a new skill 

13. (A) So you can make the task easier.            (B) So you can use your other senses. 

 (C) So you can let your eyes rest for a while      (D) So you can shut down your brain. 

 

II. Vocabulary in Context (Part 1): 14% 

14. Traveling abroad three times a month on business is of very high ______. 

(A) generation    (B) frequency    (C) location    (D) neighborhood       

15. After receiving a successful operation in the hospital, the patient is making a ______ recovery. 

(A) native    (B) latter    (C) indoor    (D) gradual 

16. A day ______ is an important institute providing child care for double-income families.  

(A) gallery    (B) hallway    (C) nursery    (D) laboratory 

17. Mobile payment has become more popular ______ in Taiwan. It was not that common decades ago. 

(A) recently    (B) monthly    (C) consciously    (D) personally 

18. For the sake of safety, you need to make sure where the emergency ______ is when attending a big indoor 

party.  

(A) fort    (B) dorm    (C) exit    (D) dam 

19. Peggy failed to meet the ______ for the report which was due yesterday.  

(A) access    (B) deadline    (C) border    (D) approach 

20. Students on this big college ______ usually bike between buildings.  

(A) aquarium   (B) colony    (C) alley    (D) campus 

21. The nurse had a(n) ______ talk with the patient before giving him an injection to ease his nervousness. 

(A) annual     (B) capital    (C) inner    (D) casual 

22. The ______ became a millionaire in only half of a year by engaging in online bulk selling. 

(A) merchant    (B) harbor    (C) chamber    (D) container  

23. The island does not ______ any other land or continent, and therefore it relies heavily on ocean resources. 

(A) border    (B) jail    (C) volunteer    (D) tutor 

24. Many of Hogwarts’ students are descendants of ______ and ______. Still, the others are from muggles’ 

families. 

(A) researchers; scholars  (B) sophomores; seniors  (C) wizards; witches   (D) stepfathers; stepmothers 

25. Many people fell ______ to the earthquake, and the rescue team was searching the disaster site for ______.  

(A) slave; robbers    (B) victim; survivors    (C) orphan; scouts    (D) refugee; settlers  

26. The ______ was accused of ______ another writer’s articles and was currently put under interrogation. 

(A) mayor; pioneering   (B) messenger; peering    (C) novelist; pirating     (D) volunteer; spying 

27. After the boy’s parents died, one of his ______ took over the care-taking, preventing him from being a 

homeless ______. 

(A) relatives; orphan    (B) pals; peer    (C) priests; nun    (D) stepchildren; porter 
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III. Cloze Test: 32% 

(A)  Christmas has become commercial with all the shopping and gift-giving. Thus, I used not to   28   this 

holiday very much. However, this year I received the most precious gift   29   from my dear wife. On the 

Christmas morning, I opened a white envelope   30   in the branches of our Christmas tree and found a note 

inside. 

     The note read, “Mike, I know it tore at your heart to see those kids lose due to the lack of necessary 

equipment. I bought some helmets and sport shoes and   31   for you to the poor kids with great athletic 

potential.” Reading the note, I beamed with delight and gratitude. My wife had sensed my sadness for our son’s 

poor wrestling   32   and did such a good deed for me. Then and there, we decided to   33   the hanging of 

white envelopes an annual tradition and hoped it would   34   in our family from generation to generation.  

28. (A) look forward to      (B) hang out with        (C) get a feel for      (D) keep clear of       

29. (A) even               (B) ever                (C) still                (D) also        

30. (A) locating             (B) lied                (C) laying             (D) placed       

31. (A) had them delivered    (B) made them deliver    (C) let them delivered    (D) got them deliver       

32. (A) professors           (B) operators            (C) competitors         (D) surgeons       

33. (A) let                 (B) make               (C) have               (D) get       

34. (A) keep up             (B) pass away           (C) light up             (D) line up       

(B)  Convenience store owners employ several marketing strategies to get deeper into customers’ pockets.  

  35  , they follow “the eye level is buy level” rule while arranging the goods. The more profitable or popular 

products are usually placed   36   the average shopper’s eye level where they are most   37   and easily 

grabbed. Children’s toys,   38  , are usually put on lower shelves where they will definitely be seen by these 

younger shoppers.   39  , shop owners also take advantage of impulse purchases of small items like candy bars. 

These small and cheap items with special offers such as “buy one, get one free” are   40   beside the register 

counters where they become so   41   and urge customers to buy them invitingly. Lastly, increasing the time 

customers stay in stores also helps to create extra profits   42   the more time people spend inside, the more 

products they purchase. Thus, comfortable seats and dining areas are set up for people to sit down and relax in 

many stores. With these   43  , shop owners are sure to be the winners in the seller-customer competition. 

35. (A) In contrast  (B) Instead (C) However (D) To begin with 

36. (A) in  (B) on (C) at (D) for 

37. (A) regional           (B) visible            (C) immediate            (D) alert  

38. (A) gradually          (B) similarly            (C) fortunately            (D) eventually 

39. (A) After all          (B) For example        (C) Even worse            (D) In addition 

40. (A) displayed          (B) urged            (C) occupied            (D) reported 

41. (A) eye-catch          (B) eyes-catching        (C) eye-catching        (D) eye-caught 

42. (A) whereas          (B) since            (C) so that               (D) even though 

43. (A) clever strategies      (B) attractive products    (C) special offers          (D) big sales 

(C)  Graffiti, which features various shapes and sizes from plain words to detailed paintings, can be seen in 

many public places.   44   its variation and existence in our surroundings, people hold different opinions on 

whether it is art or just a(n)   45  . Those who fight for graffiti regard it as a form of art that requires time and 

effort to create. They argue that graffiti artists, like other painters,   46   a lot of time   46   the outline 

before filling in colors and more details.   47   other art forms, graffiti is the vehicle through which artists 

express their feelings and show their point of view.    

__48  , those who fight against graffiti believe it to be   49   visual pollution of people’s name 

scribbling, which makes cities messy. Besides, graffiti done without permission usually takes the government a 

lot of money and effort to   50   it. What’s worse, graffiti is often believed to be associated   51   crimes. 

Community residents often feel unsafe to live in an area full of graffiti. 

44. (A) Without            (B) Despite              (C) As                (D) Like 

45. (A) mess               (B) painting             (C) outline             (D) detail 

46. (A) spend; sketching     (B) take; sketching        (C) cost; to sketch       (D) take; to sketch 

47. (A) In terms of          (B) Similar to            (C) Rather than         (D) According to 

48. (A) As a result          (B) For instance           (C) On the other hand    (D) To be honest 

49. (A) no longer           (B) far from              (C) less than           (D) nothing but 

50. (A) put out             (B) get rid of             (C) tell of             (D) let go of  

51. (A) for                (B) against               (C) from              (D) with 

(D)  Chi, Po-lin, the late Taiwanese documentary director, started out as an aerial photographer for the 

government. He enjoyed taking photos of magnificent scenery from the air. In 1998, after   52   a journal’s 

articles with the selection of his photos, he realized that some of his beautiful photos also revealed the   53   

destruction to the environment. He began to capture the real appearance of the island   54   only looking for 

what was pleasant to the eye.  

Soon after typhoon Morakot stroke Taiwan, Chi flew to check the   55  . Sadly, in front of his tear-filled 

eyes were the depressing sights of   56   mud and rocks,   56   roads and a buried village. He wondered  

  57   prevent such tragedies and draw people’s attention to environmental   58  . Thus, he quit his job to 

work on a documentary whole-heartedly. This documentary, named Beyond Beauty,   59   being a masterpiece 

which successfully raised the islanders’ awareness of not only Taiwan’s beauty but also its sorrow. Although 

director Chi passed away years ago, his messages will stay memorable as always. 

52. (A) reading            (B) read                  (C) to read            (D) being read 

53. (A) made-man          (B) man-made            (C) man-making        (D) making-man 

54. (A) instead of          (B) as to                 (C) except for           (D) because of 

55. (A) engine             (B) puzzle               (C) theory              (D) damage 

56. (A) slide; destroy       (B) slid; destroying         (C) sliding; destroyed    (D) slide; destroyed 

57. (A) how could he help   (B) how he to help          (C) how he could help   (D) how he helped 

58. (A) conservation        (B) violence               (C) process            (D) adventure 

59. (A) resulted in          (B) went up               (C) looked out for       (D) ended up 

 

IV. Contextual Filling: 11% 

(A)  忽略大小寫 

(A) wander  (B) roll  (C) plenty  (D) lifetime  (E) cuisine  (AB) traditional  (AC) winding 

After taking an adventure on safari, don’t forget to explore Stone Town, the cultural heart of Zanzibar. In 

this World Heritage Site’s streets, you can   60   leisurely, admiring the influence of Arabian and Indian 

cultures revealed on the square-shaped and semicircular door frames.   61   Tanzanian food also has a clear 

trace of Indian   62  . Eat the Ugali, a thick, dough-like cornmeal with meat stew or vegetables like an Indian 

by using your fingers to   63   it into a spoon-like bowl to scoop the soup or stew. People who come to 

Tanzania for the “Big Five” usually go back with   64   more. 
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(B)  忽略大小寫 

(A) supplies        (B) slavery         (C) eventually         (D) put off         

(E) lift off         (AB) after all        (AC) kindness         (AD) journey          

It is said that there was a fourth magi preparing a sapphire, a ruby, and a pearl to present to the newly-born 

King of the Jews. The   65   across the desert was not that easy. Helping heal a dying man made the magi 

  66   his mission, miss the meeting with the other three magi, and sell the sapphire for   67   to continue 

the trip. Next, when arriving at the village, he exchanged the ruby for a mother and her baby’s safety.   68  , he 

used the only left pearl to trade for the freedom of a woman who was to be sold into   69  . Though the fourth 

magi didn’t really see Jesus, he died feeling relieved since a voice from above reassured him of the good deeds he 

had done and accepted his   70   as his gifts for God. 

 

V. Reading Comprehension: 12% 

(A)   Aye-aye is a rare type of lemurs in Madagascar. They have a typical look of a lemur except for a very thin 

finger. This much thinner middle finger practically used to tap the tree trunk to locate the grubs, their primary 

food, is considered unlucky and the arrival of death and evil by local people. Legend has it that aye-ayes could 

curse a person simply by pointing at him, so many aye-ayes have been killed by the locals over the years. This 

belief together with deforestation has made aye-ayes threatened and even endangered.  

Though it may take a lot of time for the locals to let go of the hatred for aye-ayes and change their logging 

behavior, conservation groups are trying their best to save the wildlife animal. With the aim of preserving natural 

diversity, a charity has been working with the local government and successfully bred eight new animals of 

aye-ayes. San Diego Zoo Global, a non-profit organization, is conserving aye-ayes through research and 

education. It cooperates with local scientists to conduct research to better understand aye-ayes’ activity patterns 

and human disturbance. It also works with local educators in schools near the forest to inspire schoolchildren to 

care for their native environment and wildlife.  

71. Which of the following best describes the structure of this passage? 

(A) Action-Purpose    (B) Problem-Solution    (C) Fact-Opinion    (D) Comparison-Contrast 

72. Which of the following is true according to the passage? 

(A) Aye-ayes look similar to a normal lemur except for having a very thin third finger. 

(B) Locals believe aye-ayes bring good fortune due to their cute looks. 

(C) Aye-ayes’ population is decreasing mainly because of natural disasters. 

(D) Both of the charity and the organization mentioned act alone to save aye-ayes. 

73. What is NOT a slogan a conservationist may use to conserve wildlife? 

(A)  Help make this world a fairer place for all animals 

(B)  Don’t let them be a history. Live and let live 

(C)  Wildlife – A priceless treasure, save it with pleasure 

(D)  Don’t shoot them with cameras, shoot them with Guns 

 

 

(B)  Regarding marketing, infomercial is probably a well-known approach to us. Infomercial is the blend of 

“information” and “commercial.” It is a type of TV commercials that is aimed at educating customers about a 

product. It typically lasts longer than a regular commercial and features daily, informative and even entertaining 

contents which make us feel like we are watching a TV show rather than a sales promotion.  

     Infomercials also go online. Many Youtube videos are considered infomercials. Some companies make 

their own infomercials to catch the attention of a different group of customers on the Internet. Other companies 

cooperate with prominent Youtubers for their infomercials. These Youtubers with great popularity or even plenty 

of fans brilliantly find a suitable placement of the products into their creations. As their fans enjoy the 

intelligently-created videos, they are actually watching yet another commercial. Useful, creative and entertaining 

content of interests are presented to secretly instill the viewers with the advantages of the products. 

The magic is that they seem to work better than traditional commercials. These videos do not usually start 

off by showing their purpose of selling goods. Instead, the creators of online infomercials usually film like 

talking to a friend, building trust and friendship with the viewers. A Youtuber and critic once said, “people on the 

Internet give you money because they feel like they know you.” The trustworthiness may eventually lead to their 

clicking on the website links of the promoted products you provide in the information box.  
74. What is the main purpose of this passage? 

(A) To tell the history of a marketing strategy.          (B) To contrast different opinions on promotion. 

(C) To explain how infomercials work online.          (D) To raise people’s awareness of an internet crisis.  

75. Based on the passage, which of the following statements is true? 

  (A) Infomercials look like promotion rather than a fun show.  

  (B) More companies create their own infomercials without working with Youtubers. 

  (C) Most Youtubers clearly state their purpose of selling goods in the beginning. 

  (D) Building personal relationship is quite important in creating Youtube infomercials.  

76. What would you most likely see in the “more information” section under a Youtube infomercial? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

Extracted from nigahida’s and ANDREW HUANG’s channels  

 

(A)  

(B)  

(C) 

(D) 
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第二部分：非選擇題，共 18 分 

V. Vocabulary in Context (Part 2): 10% 小提醒：注意動詞變化 

77. The stylistic café is d    ted with various old stuff from the ‘50s and ‘60s collected by the shop owner. 

78. The major s    r, whose logo can be seen on the sport team’s polo shirts, gives the team a lot of financial 

support.  

79. I can b    ly understand what you are saying. Could you please explain it in plain language?  

80. Terry is very f    r with places like National Museum of Natural Science and Fengjia Night Market since he 

has lived in Taichung for a long time. 

81. The thoughtful child is g    l to his parents. He always expresses thanks for their help and encouragement. 

82. In the story, the fox was s    ding crocodile tears when he saw a poor mouse get caught up in his trap.  

83. There is a sharp c    t of violence with peace presented in the picture of a nun embracing a refugee losing 

one of his arms in a war.  

84. The food        (deliver) services are booming lately. Just a scooter and a cell phone can be a person’s 

building blocks of wealth.  

85. The destructive power of nuclear disasters        (horror) people and urged many countries to rethink over 

their energy policies.  

86. The suspect was finally proven to be        (innocence) of the crime after sufficient proof was provided.  

 

VI. Translation: 8% 小提醒：單句內注意時態一致 
(每題 4 分，錯一字扣 0.5 分，不跨題扣分。) 

 

87. 說到肢體語言，OK 手勢 (gesture) 在日本代表錢，然而它在法國卻代表零。 

88. 不僅本國人，連外國人也付出努力淨灘，以便能共同保護我們的地球。 
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答 案 公 佈 表  

臺中市立臺中第二高級中等學校   

  1 0 8   學年度第  一   學期   一   年級  全  類組    英文    科   期末考試題答案 

 

I. Listening Comprehension: 13% 

    1-5 DAADA  6-10 DBCAC  11-13 CDB 

 

II. Vocabulary in Context (Part 1): 14% 

    14-18 BDCAC  19-23 BDDAA  24-27 CBCA 

 

III. Cloze Test: 32% 

    28-32 ABDAC  33-37 BADCB  38-42 BDACB  43-47 ABAAB  48-52 CDBDA   

    53-57 BADCC  58-59 AD 

 

IV. Contextual Filling: 11% 

    60-64 A. AB. E. B. C.  65-69 AD. D. A. C. B.  70 AC.  

 

V. Reading Comprehension: 12% 

    71-75 BADCD  76 B 

 

VI. Vocabulary in Context (Part 2): 10% 

    77 decorated  78 sponsor  79 barely  80 familiar  81 grateful 

    82 shedding  83 contrast  84 delivery  85 horrified  86 innocent  

 

VII. Translation: 8% 

    (每題 4 分，錯一字扣 0.5，不跨題扣分。) 

    87   When it comes to body language, OK gesture stands for money in Japan, while it represents  

         Speaking of                            represents              whereas 

         Talking of 

zero in France.  

    88 Not only the natives but also the foreigners make an effort to clean up the beach so that we can  

              the local/ national people       put/ pay an effort into the beach clean-up 

protect our earth together.  

 


